


















A scientific hypothesis is a

Selected Answer:

Answers:

b. well-tested explanation that has been shown to be true.

c. test designed to limit possible conclusions.

d. restatement of a natural phenomenon.

e. prediction of what will happen in a certain situation.

a. testable assumption used to explain an observation.

a. testable assumption used to explain an observation.

Which of the answers in the previous question (question 2) would be a 
description of a scientific theory?

Selected Answer: The B answer is description of a scientific theory, because scientific theory is  the right explanation after being well-- 
tested.

Correct Answer:
Response 

Feedback:
[None Given]

 well-tested explanation that has been shown to be true.
The common belief is that a glowstick will last longer if it is placed in the 

freezer.  Is this true?  You must give an explanation to receive credit 
for this answer.

Selected 
Ans
wer:

Yes, Chemiluminescence is a chemical reaction that takes place in a glow stick. The temperature will directly affect the 
luminescence, lower temperature will reduce the speed of the chemical reaction, so glow stick slows down the reaction 
speed and will last longer.

Correct 
Ans
wer:Response 
Fee
dbac

[None Given]

 Yes, it is true. Putting a glowstick in the freezer slows down the chemical reaction that is happening in the glowstick, which 
means that the reactants last longer.

Which glowstick color produces the lowest energy?

Selected Answer:

Answers: a. blue

b. yellow

c. green

e. orange

d. red

d. red

From the diagram below showing the states of water relative to temperature 
and pressure, at which point is water boiling?  

Selected Answer:

Answers:

b. E

c. D

d. B

e. C

a. A

a. A

From the diagram below showing the states of water relative to temperature 
and pressure, what is the name of the point labeled B? What happens at 
that point?  

Selected 
Answer
:

It is called freezing point, In this process, the object releases heat, the thermal energy or internal energy of the substance 
continues to decrease, and the temperature decreases.

Correct 
Answer
:Response 
Feedba
ck:

[None Given]

 B is the triple point. At the triple point, all three phases are present at the same time.Describe the difference between incandescence and luminescence.
Selected 

Answer
:

Incandescence is the emission of light from a body that is heated until it glows.Luminescence is the emission of light by a 
substance for any reason other than rise in its temperature.

Correct 
Answer
:Response 
Feedb
ack:

[None Given]

 incandescence is the release of energy as light and heat, while luminescence is the release of energy only as lightThe color of light released during luminescence is due to:

Selected Answer:

Answers: a. movement of electrons to higher energy levels.

c. radioactive decay.

d. the temperature of the reaction.

e. removal of electrons from the atoms.

a. movement of electrons to higher energy levels.

b. movement of electrons to lower energy levels.

The following pictures show what type of change?  

Selected Answer:

Answers: a. a chemical change and a physical change

b. no change

c. a chemical change

d. a physical change

d. a physical change

Explain your answer to the previous question (question 10).
Selected 

Ans
wer:

This is a physical change because this is a change in state from solid to liquid/gas.

Correct 
Ans
wer:

Response 
Fee
dbac

The picture on the left represents the liquid state, not the solid state, and on the right is the gas state.

 The particles appear to be moving further apart, indicating that the material is changing from a liquid to a gas. Since the 
particles do not change and there do not appear to be any bonds broken, this is a physical change, not a chemical 
change.

Brita filters contain several parts that help purify water.  Which one of the 
following contaminants would be removed by the ion exchange resin in 
the filter?

Selected Answer:

Answers: a. soft ions

c. volatile organic compounds

d. very small particles

b. hard ions

b. hard ionsAnother part of a Brita filter is activated carbon.  Is activated carbon more 
effective at removing contaminants from cold water or warm water?  
You must provide an explanation for your answer to receive credit.

Selected 
Ans
wer:

Yes, Activated carbon contains a lot of micropores，it can absorb.

Correct 
Ans
wer:Response 
Feed
back

This was no a yes or no question.

 Activated carbon is more effective at removing contaminants from cold water. In warm water the contaminants have more 
energy and are able to escape from the activated carbon without getting stuck to the surface.

What are the main parts of a soap molecule?
Selected 

Answer:
There are two main parts of a soap molecule, one is called hydrophilic, that binds with water. The other one is called 

hydrophobic, that binds with grease and oil.
Correct 

Answer:
Response 

Feedbac
k:

[None Given]

 polar head and nonpolar hydrocarbon tailExplain how the main parts of a soap molecule help soap to remove dirt.

Selected 
Answ
er:

The hydrophobic molecules contained in soap will cause drops of grease and dirt to be pulled off your hands and suspended in 
water, then when you rinse your hands these drops will be washed away.

Correct 
Answ
er:Response 
Feed
back:

The hydrophobic region of the molecule dissolves grease and the hydrophilic is dissolved in water.

 the nonpolar end dissolves into dirt, while the polar end stays on the outside of the dirt particle making it soluble in water

You want to do the Diet Coke-Mentos demonstration for your friends.  In 
order to make the Diet Coke go higher, should your Diet Coke be warm 
or cold?  You must use the solubility of gases to explain your 
answer.  (You should assume that the effect of the Mentos is not 
related to the temperature.)

Selected 
Ans
wer:

Warm Diet Coke will "fizz" much more than cold Diet Coke. Because the warmer the liquid, the less gas can be dissolved in the 
liquid. This is because as the liquid is heated, the gas within the liquid is also heated, causing the gas molecules to move 
faster and faster, and they will diffuse out of the liquid, leaving less gas dissolved in the liquid. The colder the liquid, the 
more gas can be dissolved in the liquid.

Correct 
Ans
wer:

 warm soda: gases are less soluble in warm water, so it would be easier for the CO2 to escape the soda when the Mentos is 
added  
OR 
cold soda: gases are more soluble in cold water, so there would be more CO2 in the soda to be released when the 
Mentos is added


